Chainvu moves into North America’s Largest Scaleup Hub
to Expand Operations
Chainvu joins OneEleven, a community of high performing technology scaleups in
Toronto’s downtown core
TORONTO, ON (April 22, 2019) Chainvu Inc. is a Toronto based start-up providing the logistics
industry with continuous, live monitoring of location, integrity, safety, and quality of product
shipments. Today, the company announced its recent move into the OneEleven scale-up
accelerator in downtown Toronto.
OneEleven is at the forefront of start-up innovation in Canada, and Chainvu looks forward to being
part of the OneEleven community. “We feel privileged in joining this community” says Bob
Burrows, Founder and CEO. “Chainvu is rapidly expanding its business and development team.
We have been successful in attracting top software talent and now, being at OneEleven puts us
in the heart of the city for more rapid scale-up and partnerships within the downtown community.
We are already seeing much higher engagement with prospective employees from being here
and have doubled our staff since moving here.”
Siri Agrell, the Managing Director at One Eleven says “At OneEleven, we are focused on
supporting companies that are introducing important new solutions to big global challenges. With
their brilliant and transformative technology and impressive team, Chainvu is an exciting addition
to our community and the landscape of game-changing technology being developed in the
Toronto ecosystem.”
Chainvu is now ramping up for trials in the US.
To learn more about Chainvu and its solutions, visit www.chainvu.com.
About Chainvu:
Chainvu is revolutionizing supply chain logistics. Chainvu gives the entire supply chain actionable
product visibility and 100% traceability of products, live, at every step. Chainvu is embedded and
proactive, providing immediate notifications to prevent damage. It increases profitability, product
security and quality, and sustainability. Chainvu’s cloud-based platform seamlessly integrates and
executes smart contracts on a variety of blockchain services.
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